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  . . or to your webbies? Yes, the box is an eye-catcher itself but it has deeper meaning too. It can be the starting point of any
website, your intro, opening page, identity, your blog, . . . or even the bulk of your website. Try to get the maximum impact of
the text and the box background. What to use for the text? Should it be a bit 3D, a bit flat? . . . . What about the colors? For a

cool modern webbie, try to stay in cool tones – in this case, I recommend using light . . . .  Aug 7, 2012 - Buy Realistic Modern
Web Shadows by WatraczDesign on GraphicRiver. This image is generated based on a modern webbie with #742534 color. I

used CSS filters to create such an effect, and here is the whole process. I thought about naming it Final Webbie because it
definitely is not a webbie anymore once you have it! At least, for now. This is a short story about modern webbies: On the way

to... Jul 18, 2012 - Buy Designer Textures by Stufftique on GraphicRiver. Textures! What a term! There are many, many,
different textures, we can get. It's all about saturation, transparencies, the effect of the lights, shadows, reflections, etc. You can
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use it all in a different context, in photoshop, for web design, for branding, or even for a product. We will try to discover some
of the best text... Jul 19, 2012 - Buy Modern Pack by Sean Lee on GraphicRiver. Design pack for modern pack of images by
Sean Lee. Modern pack of images and textures for graphic design. In the pack you will find 15 photoshopped and tweaked

images as well as a background. You can use them for web, print and other graphic design projects. Have fun and enjoy! The
product you are viewing is for the... Apr 3, 2012 - Design Of Modern Picnic Tents : A Photography Blog Design on Blogger.
Imagine lying on a blanket under a colourful umbrella, while a group of people are sitting on the grass or around you, having a
good time. Is it going to be like that? But you need to make sure that the place you’re having your picnic is safe. In a place like

the park, there 82157476af
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